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High-Speed, Small-Deformation Catching of Soft
Objects Based on Active Vision and

Proximity Sensing
Keisuke Koyama , Kenichi Murakami , Taku Senoo , Makoto Shimojo, and Masatoshi Ishikawa

Abstract—In this letter, we propose a combination of sensing
and control modules for catching soft objects (i.e., a marshmallow
and paper balloon) at a high speed with small deformation. A pa-
per balloon and marshmallow are deformed by a small force and
they have individual differences in terms of softness. Therefore,
model-based, small-deformation catching is difficult. To realize
small-deformation catching, we used high-speed sensor-based (vi-
sion and proximity) control modules without a deformation model
of the soft objects. A high-speed vision-based controller adjusts the
positions of the fingertips of a robot to some extent. As the distance
to the object decreased, the fingertip positions were accurately con-
trolled by the high-speed, high-precision proximity-based control.
Furthermore, the fingertips were stopped by a proximity-based
contact detection before the object surface was deformed. Virtual
damping control was effective in catching an object whose surface
can be easily deformed by a small impact force or vibration of the
fingertips, such as a paper balloon.

Index Terms—Perception for Grasping and Manipulation,
Sensor-based Control, Multifingered Hands, Proximity sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

DYNAMIC throwing and hitting of a rigid ball using a
bat [1], [2] have been realized using a high-speed robot

hand and arm with 1 ms visual feedback so far. We propose prox-
imity sensor-based contact detection in which “zero distance” is
defined as “contact”, and we demonstrated the catching of a soft
object at a high speed [3]. A combination of vision and prox-
imity feedbacks enables continuous sensing from noncontact to
contact states with 1 ms and high resolution without visual oc-
clusion. Therefore, the control algorithm of the robot does not
need any estimation process and becomes simple and robust.
In this study, we demonstrate the catching of soft objects such
as a marshmallow and paper balloon at a high speed and with
small deformation, using only simple sensor-feedback control
modules.

Small-deformation grasping and manipulation of soft objects
are necessary skills in robotic food manufacturing, home-service
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robots, and agricultural robots. For fast grasping without defor-
mation, the following are necessary: 1. high-resolution, high-
speed sensing from a noncontact state to a contact state, 2. de-
creasing of the impact force and fingertip vibrations at the time
of contact, and 3. adaptation to variables such as differences in
the softness and size of different objects, and 4. in-hand manipu-
lation with multiple fingers. A robot hand system with the above
four abilities has not been developed so far. High-speed and
small-deformation grasping and manipulation are very difficult
for typical grasping systems such as vision- and tactile-based
systems.

In a vision- and tactile-based grasping system, an error in po-
sition estimation by the vision sensor becomes the first problem.
The second problem is the sensitivity of contact detection of a
tactile sensor. If the estimated position is far from the object sur-
face, the fingertip will not touch it and the robot hand will drop
the object. On the other hand, if the estimated position is inside
the object, the fingertip penetrates the object, and the extent of
deformation of the object depends on the sensitivity of contact
detection of the tactile sensor. Although high-sensitivity tactile
sensors have been proposed [4]–[6], these are currently being
researched and developed. Most research focuses on developing
sensors and investigating their characteristics. No one has pro-
posed a high-speed grasping strategy with small deformation
that exploits high-sensitivity contact detection.

Therefore, in this study, we propose control modules for
small-deformation catching of soft objects at a high speed.
Overviews of the modules are shown in Fig. 1. We used the
high-speed and high-precision proximity sensor [3] in addition
to the high-speed multifingered hand and high-speed vision sen-
sor [2], to realize the following: 1. high-speed, high-resolution
sensing, 2. reduction in the impact force and vibration, and
3. adaptation to variations in the softness and size of objects.
We demonstrate catching of a marshmallow and paper balloon
that are exceptionally soft and difficult to catch with small de-
formation.

II. DIFFICULTIES IN HIGH-SPEED SOFT-OBJECT CATCHING AND

RELATED WORK

A. Difficulties in Marshmallow Catching

The shape of a marshmallow is cylindrical, and the softness
is different for each piece. This makes it difficult to catch it at
high speeds with small deformation.
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Fig. 1. Control modules for high-speed and small-deformation catching. It
consists of 1) a vision-based position controller, 2) proximity-based position
controller, 3) proximity-based contact detector, and 4) proximity-based virtual
damping controller. Control modules 1) and 2) adjust the two finger positions.
The detector detects contact with the object at zero force. Further, damping
controller 4) reduces the impact force and vibration of the fingers at the time of
contact.

Fig. 2. Marshmallow catching process. For marshmallow catching, we used
three control modules: 1) a vision-based position controller, 2) proximity-based
position controller, and 3) proximity-based contact detector.

A fresh, soft marshmallow is deformed by 0.8 mm when a
20 g force is applied. On the other hand, a stale and firmer one
is deformed by 0.022 mm with the same force [7]. The amount
of deformation changes by more than ten times depending on
the freshness, and it is not easy to define a useful deformation
model for marshmallows.

Furthermore, the contact area depends on the posture of the
marshmallow. In case of a small contact area, the output from
a tactile sensor during contact will be small. Contact detection
before deformation is difficult for the tactile sensor.

To realize catching of the marshmallow, we used three con-
trol modules, namely 1) a vision-based position controller,
2) proximity-based position controller, and 3) proximity-based
contact detector, as shown in Fig. 2. These control modules
do not need a deformation model; they only use the approxi-
mate width of the marshmallow. 1) The vision-based position
controller adjusts the fingertip position roughly based on the
approximate width, and 2) the proximity-based position con-
troller controls the fingertip positions precisely when the object
comes close, within 20 mm, to the hand. Further, contact with

Fig. 3. Paper-balloon catching process. For paper-balloon catching, we used
4) a virtual damping controller in addition to the three control modules.

the marshmallow is detected with zero force by the 3) proximity-
based contact detector, and the fingertips are stopped.

B. Difficulties in Catching Paper Balloons

The paper balloon is one of the most easily deformable ob-
jects. The deformation is mostly plastic. It is difficult to inves-
tigate the relationship between the force and deformation, and
defining a deformation model for the paper balloon is not easy.
Moreover, a tactile sensor cannot detect contact before defor-
mation because the surface deforms significantly on applying an
extremely small force. Even if a fingertip is immediately stopped
at the surface, the surface will be deformed considerably owing
to the impact force and vibrations of the fingertip.

To catch the paper balloon gently, we used 4) a proximity-
based virtual damping controller in addition to the above three
control modules, as shown in Fig 3. The proximity-based vir-
tual damping controller decreases the fingertip speed contin-
uously based on the differential value of the detected dis-
tance. The impact force and vibration of the fingertips were
reduced by the controller and the amount of deformation became
small.

C. Related Work

In high-speed catching of rigid objects, many studies used a
vision sensor with a detection or estimation algorithm for ap-
propriate catching. Namiki et al. [1] developed a high-speed
multifinger robot hand and demonstrated the dynamic catch-
ing of a rigid object by using the hand and 1 ms visual feed-
back. They also realized robotic ball juggling with high-speed
visual and tactile feedback [8]. Kober et al. [9] also demon-
strated ball juggling with a humanoid. Bäuml et al. [10] pre-
sented a robotic ball-catching system having a hand and arm
with multiple degrees of freedom. Further, they realized catch-
ing with a robot having the most degrees of freedom (two arm:
2× 7DOF, a torso with head: 5DOF, two hands: 2× 12DOF and
an omnidirectional base) [11]. Kim et al. [12] realized catching
in-flight objects with uneven shapes using a programming-by-
demonstration approach. They demonstrated catching of vari-
ous objects such as a hammer and tennis racket through learning
from throwing examples and dynamic models of the object and
arm motion. Cigliano et al. [13] presented robotic ball catch-
ing with only an eye-in-hand system (single camera). Salehian
et al. [14] presented soft catching of a flying object with appro-
priate follow motion to the object. The motion is expressed as
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the control modules of the right finger. We also used
the same control modules for controlling the left finger.

a linear parameter varying (LPV) system. They also proposed
estimation and approximation methods for the parameters using
Gaussian mixture models. Bhole et al. [15] proposed a variable
stiffness actuator for catching an object that rolls down a ramp
without bouncing back.

For grasping soft objects, Cretu et al. [16] proposed a seg-
mentation and monitoring method for shape deformations of soft
objects grasped by a multifingered robot hand. The method runs
fast, but high-speed grasping with small deformation is not real-
ized. Takahashi et al. [17] realized grasping of unknown objects
(different mass and size of a tofu piece) with robust force and
position control based on tactile sensing. Nishimura et al. [18]
examined the compression behavior of a tofu piece and realized
its grasping without breaking by using a fluid-filled fingertip
pressure sensor. Krahn et al. [19] designed a soft-touch gripper
with a variable volume chamber sealed by a thin flexible latex
membrane. The gripper can grasp delicate objects such as fruits
or vegetables owing to the friction between the membrane and
target object. Yamaguchi et al. [20] demonstrated several ma-
nipulation strategies with vision-based tactile sensing (Finger
Vision). They reported that Finger Vision could detect proxim-
ity vision and estimate the force required for a marshmallow
and paper bird.

Thus, high-speed catching of rigid objects or grasping of soft
objects has already been realized by many researchers. However,
high-speed catching of soft objects with small deformation has
not been achieved. Further, the grasping strategy, sensing, and
controls for the catching process have not been proposed yet.
This research is the first attempt to realize catching without
deformation and propose a control strategy, combining high-
speed vision and high-speed, high-precision proximity sensors.

III. CONTROL MODULES AND TASK SETTING

Fig. 4 shows the details of the control block of the right
finger. It consists of the following four control modules: 1)
a vision-based position controller, 2) proximity-based posi-
tion controller, 3) proximity-based contact detector, and 4)
proximity-based virtual damping controller. Modules 1) and
2) calculate the target position of the fingertip according to the
falling position and distance to the object. When contact with

Fig. 5. Task setting for catching. The object moved in the X − Z plane,
and the maximum and minimum heights of the object are respectively Zm ax
and Zm in . The center position of the object is (Xv−c , Zv−c ), and the center
position of the palm is (Xpalm−c , Zpalm−c ). The maximum and minimum
opening widths of the fingers are Wm ax and Wm in .

Fig. 6. Overview and specifics of the high-speed, high-precision proximity
sensor. Rubber with a thickness of 3 mm is placed on the sensor surface. The
sensor can sense objects until contact with the object happens.

the object is detected by module 3), the target position value at
the time of contact detection is maintained and the fingertip mo-
tion is stopped. Module 4) is continuously operated even after
contact to decrease the fingertip vibration and impact force at
contact.

As shown in Fig. 5, the high-speed robot hand catches a
soft object (marshmallow or paper balloon) dropped in the
X − Z plane by controlling the four flexion joints of two fin-
gers. The high-speed vision sensor was set with the world co-
ordinate system. High-speed, high-precision proximity sensors
were mounted on each of the two fingers.

High-speed active-vision sensor
Two active-vision sensors tracked the target object and mea-

sured its center position in 3D space. One active-vision sensor
consists of a camera (IDP-Express R2000, Photron) and two-
axis (pan, tilt) rotation stages actuated with high speeds. The
camera was installed on the rotation stages. The vision sensors
tracked a target object so that the center position of the object
became the center of the image captured by the sensor. Further,
the center position of the object was calculated from the image
and joint angles of the rotation stages. Details of the camera and
image processing are described in Section IV. In the experiment,
we used the center position of the object (Xv−c , Zv−c) in the
X − Z plane (see Fig. 5, left).

High-speed, high-precision proximity sensor
Fig. 6 shows the overview and specifics of the proximity sen-

sor. This sensor is a fingertip-sized optical sensor that measures
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the tilt angles and distance of the object surface. The sensor
measures the distance to the object di(i = 1, 2) in the X direc-
tion (see Fig. 5, right). The detection range includes distances
of 2.85 ∼ 20 mm, tilt angles of −45 ∼ +45◦, and measurement
times less than 1 ms. Moreover, within 2.85∼3 mm, the reso-
lution is 50 μm and the peak-to-peak repeat measurement error
is 13 μm [3]. The sensor can detect an object until it contacts
the rubber on the sensor surface. In our previous work [3], we
proposed contact detection that did not depend on the contact
force with only proximity sensing. The first objective of this
study is to propose a combination of high-speed vision- and
proximity-based controls. Second, we intend to propose simple
control modules for catching.

A. Vision-Based Position Controller

This controller calculates the target positions of two fingers
in the hand coordinates from the center position (Xv−c , Zv−c)
of the object. The equations are as follows.

XV−R =
Wmax

2
− Cv1

(Wmax − Wmin)
2

− (Xpalm−c − Xv−c)

(1)

XV−L =
Wmax

2
− Cv1

(Wmax − Wmin)
2

+ (Xpalm−c − Xv−c)

(2)

Cv1 =
Zmax − Zv−c

Zmax − Zmin
(3)

Here, the posture of each fingertip is always constant. XV−R ,
XV−L are the controller outputs (position values) of the right fin-
ger and left finger in the hand coordinates. Cv1 is a coefficient of
the opening width between the fingers, which changes with the
object position in the Z direction. The range of Cv1 is from 0 to
1.0. Wmax is the maximum opening width between two fingers.
Wmin is the minimum value, and this value is set as the object
width (including the error in the size). Xpalm−c is the center
position of the hand palm in terms of world coordinates. With
the vision-based position control, the opening width between
the two fingers is adjusted according to the drop height and
position of the object. In marshmallow catching, only the feed-
back of the Zv−c was used. On the other hand, in paper-balloon
catching, feedback from Xv−c and Zv−c was used, because the
falling trajectory of the balloon changed slightly owing to air
resistance.

The proximity-based controller output, which is described
below, was added to the vision-based controller output. The
target joint angles were calculated from the total value of these
outputs using inverse kinematics.

B. Proximity-Based Position Controller

When the distance between the finger and object is within
20 mm, the vision-based controller output is corrected based on

Fig. 7. Flowchart for the contact detector. The detector judges the contact with
an object based on the distance value of the proximity sensor and the fingertip
position calculated using forward kinematics.

the distance value determined by the proximity sensor.

XP−R = Kp

∫
(d1 − dref )dt (4)

XP−L = Kp

∫
(d2 − dref )dt (5)

Here, XP−R and XP−L are the controller outputs (position
value) of the fingertip. Kp is the feedback gain. We set Kp
to appropriate values experimentally according to the falling
speed of the object. dref is the target distance equal to the thick-
ness of the rubber on the fingertip (= 3 mm). The error in the
distance between the fingertip and object is corrected by the
feedback.

C. Proximity-Based Contact Detector

We define a distance of zero millimeter as contact. The con-
tact detector outputs “1” (contact) or “0” (noncontact) based
on the distance value of the proximity sensor and a change in
the fingertip position. Fig. 7 shows the flowchart for the contact
detector. In the flowchart, when the fingertip position moves by
more than 50 μm and the distance value is sufficiently small,
the difference in the distance output after the fingertip moved
is calculated. In the noncontact condition, the difference is al-
most zero. On the other hand, if the sensor and fingertip make
contact, the difference exceeds the threshold value. Therefore,
if the difference exceeds the threshold value of 50 μm, which
is the minimum resolution of the proximity sensor, the contact
detector judges that contact with the object is made. This con-
dition enables robust contact detection for various soft objects
having a smooth or uneven surface.

D. Proximity-Based Virtual Damping Controller

When the object has damping characteristics and elasticity,
the impact force and vibration at contact are low. However, in
the case of an extremely soft plastic object such as the paper
balloon, the damping characteristic of the object is extremely
low. Further, the damping force of the rubber is zero because
rubber does not deform. Therefore, the surface of the object
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of the proximity-based virtual damping control.

is deformed by the impact force and vibration at contact, and
grasping fails.

Therefore, we used a virtual damping controller to decrease
the impact force and vibration at the time of contact. Fig. 8 shows
the block diagram of the virtual damping control module. We
defined the derivative of the distance detected by the proximity
sensor as the virtual damping force and calculated the target
torques of the joints based on the force in three steps. First, we
calculated the virtual force using the following equation.

fdampi =
Kd

a − z−1

k(z − 1)
Tsz

di (i = 1, 2) (6)

Here, fdampi (i = 1, 2) is the virtual damping force. fdamp1 is
the force applied to the right fingertip, and fdamp2 is the force
at the left fingertip. Kd is the gain of the virtual damping force,
k is the scaring factor of the discrete derivative, Ts is the sam-
pling period (1 ms), and a is a parameter of the low-pass filter.
The gain Kd of the virtual damping control was experimentally
determined. The distance output was filtered using a 1st-order
IIR low-pass filter, and then the derivative was calculated and
amplified using the gain. Second, to obtain the correct virtual
damping force output, the first output on detecting the object
was removed by using a filter (The details of the filter are shown
in Fig. 8). Third, the target torques were calculated from the
force using the principle of virtual work (Eq. 7).[

τi−1
τi−2

]
= JT

i

[
fdampi

0

]
(7)

Here, τi−1 and τi−2 are target torques at flexion joint 1 and
flexion joint 2 of finger i (i = 1: right finger, 2: left finger). JT

i
is the transposed Jacobian matrix of finger i.

Virtual damping control was executed continuously from the
noncontact state to the contact state. Thus, the control module
had two roles: 1) decreasing the approach speed of the finger
(i.e., decreasing the impact force) and 2) reducing the vibrations
of the fingertip at the contact.

IV. HIGH-SPEED CATCHING EXPERIMENT

A. System

The connection diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 9.
The system consists of the high-speed robot hand, two active-
vision sensors, two proximity sensors, an image processing PC,

Fig. 9. High-speed hand system with high-speed active-vision and high-speed,
high-precision proximity sensors. The system processes the sensor data within
1 ms. The image of the vision sensor is preprocessed by an image processing
PC and the PC calculates the center position of the object and sends the position
data to dSPACE via Ethernet. The distance values of the two proximity sensors
are sent to LPC1768(Microcontroller) via UART (1 Mbps). Further, LPC1768
sends the values to dSPACE via Ethernet.

LPC1768 (Microcontroller), a hand driver, and dSPACE (main
controller). As the data of each sensor are primarily processed in
the PC or LPC1768, the amount of data processed by the main
controller becomes small, and the control modules run fast.

The two proximity sensors detected the distance to the object
and sent the data to LPC1768 via UART (1 Mbps). LPC1768 sent
the data to dSPACE via Ethernet (UDP). The filtering process
and calibration of the proximity sensor output are described
in [3]. LPC1768 received the data from the two sensors and
transmitted them to dSPACE via Ethernet (UDP).

The images of the vision sensors were processed by the im-
age processing PC and sent to dSPACE via Ethernet. The sensor
used was an IDP-Express R2000 (Photron), and the image size
of the vision sensor was (512× 512, color). We detected the ob-
ject based on the color information. In marshmallow catching,
white was extracted and the center position was calculated. On
the other hand, in paper-balloon catching, yellow was extracted.
In the image processing PC, first, a Bayer image was converted
into a color image and an HSV image. Second, the HSV im-
age was binarized with a threshold to extract the target object.
Third, the center position of the object was calculated via image
moment calculation. Finally, the center position values of two
images were transmitted to dSPACE. In dSPACE, the positions
of the object in 3D space were calculated from these values
and the angles of the rotation stages of the vision sensor. The
total processing time was less than 1 ms when using parallel
processing and a lookup table.

B. Marshmallow Catching

To determine the minimum fingertip opening width Wmin ,
the widths of ten marshmallows were measured, and the min-
imum one was approximately 23 mm and the maximum one
was approximately 26.5 mm. In the experiment, the mini-
mum one (23 mm) was used, and Wmin is 30 mm (23 mm
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Fig. 10. Catching of the marshmallow and paper balloon. The marshmallow is dropped from a height of approximately 15 cm and the balloon is dropped from
approximately 40 cm. The hand could catch the objects with small deformation.

Fig. 11. Controller outputs and target position of the fingertip during the
marshmallow catching process. The blue and yellow lines respectively show the
vision-based controller output XV−L , XV−R and proximity-based controller
output XP−L , XP−R . The green line shows the sum of the two controller
outputs (target position of the fingertip).

+ 2 × (26.5 − 23) set as the width to catch the marshmallow
even when it was tilted).

A series of images showing marshmallow catching is shown
in Fig. 10 (Upper). The hand could catch the marshmallow
without crushing it.

Fig. 11 shows the controller outputs, which were calculated
by the vision- and proximity-based controllers. In the figure, the
left-side graph shows the outputs for the left finger, and the right-
side graph shows the outputs for the right finger. The blue and
yellow lines show the outputs of vision-based (XV−L , XV−R )
and proximity-based (XP−L , XP−R ) outputs. The green line
shows the value of the vision-based output minus the proximity-
based output. The green line indicates the target position of the
fingertip. In Fig. 11, the vision-based outputs XV−L (left side)
and XV−R (right side) reach the set width (Wmin/2 = 15 mm)
at 0.249 s and do not change thereafter. On the other hand, the
proximity-based output XP−L increased thereafter and finally
reached 4.54 mm for the left finger (For the right finger, the final
value of XP−R is 6.84 mm). Finally, the target position of the

TABLE I
AMOUNT OF DEFORMATION OF THE MARSHMALLOW AND PAPER BALLOON

left finger (green line) reached 10.46 mm, the target position of
the right finger is 8.16 mm, and the width between fingertips
is 18.62 mm as the sum of them. Table I 1) gives the width
of the marshmallow (value a), target position, actual position
(value b) between fingertips, and the amount of deformation
(value a − b). Note that the amount of deformation includes the
deformation of the marshmallow and rubber on the fingertip.
The actual position was calculated using forward kinematics.

There was an error (2.5 mm) between the target and actual
positions. This was because the fingertips were pushed back by
the elasticity of the marshmallow and rubber on the fingertip. As
the amount of deformation is 1.88 mm, the deformation of the
marshmallow is 1.88 mm or less. The amount of deformation
was almost the same as that in the case of a tactile-based control
in static grasping conditions. The result of tactile-based control
is described in Section V.

Fig. 12 shows the output Cout−L , Cout−R of the proximity-
based contact detectors. The left-side output Cout−L rises first
from zero to one (Fig 12(a)), and then the right-side output
Cout−R also rises (Fig 12(b)). However, the left-side output
Cout−L falls from one to zero temporarily from 0.256 s to
0.273 s (Fig 12 (b)), because the distance output of the left
proximity sensor d2 became less than the minimum detection
distance (2.85 mm). When the distance is smaller than this value,
the distance output becomes “0”. The reason why the distance
output became less than minimum detection distance is that the
rubber on the left finger (thickness 3 mm) was deformed by
0.15 mm or more by contact with the right finger. Thereafter,
the output of the proximity-based controller XP−R decreased
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Fig. 12. Distance values of the proximity sensors and outputs of the proximity-
based contact detector Cout−L (left side) and Cout−R (right side) in the marsh-
mallow catching process. (a) Cout−L increases first from zero to one, and then
the right-side output Cout−R also increases. (b) Cout−L changes temporarily
from 0.256 s to 0.273 s because the distance output of the left sensor became less
than the minimum detection distance by contact with the right finger. (c) The
target position of the right finger changes, and Cout−L rises again at 0.273 s,
and the motion of the fingers is stopped.

Fig. 13. Catching position of the marshmallow when the marshmallow was
dropped three times. The catching position from the center of the palm is
(a) −2.35 mm, (b) +1.78 mm, or (c) +5.28 mm. In case of (b) and (c), the
posture of the marshmallow was tilted, but the hand could catch it with small
deformation.

by 0.11 mm (from 6.93 to 6.84 mm) and the distance output of
the left sensor became larger than 2.85 mm. The target position
of the right finger changed in a direction away from the object,
and the extent of rubber deformation on the left finger reduced
to 0.15 mm or less. Finally, the left-side output of the proximity-
based contact detector increased again at 0.273 s (Fig 12 (c)),
and the grasping motion was stopped.

Thus, the hand caught the marshmallow using the following
two steps: (1) The robot hand caught the object with a grasping
force, and (2) the grasping position was adjusted so that the
rubber deformation became minimum.

Fig. 13 shows the catching position of the marshmallow, when
the marshmallow was dropped three times. The catching posi-
tions from the center of the palm −2.35 mm, +1.78 mm, and
+5.28 mm were obtained by subtracting the values of the po-
sitions of the left finger and right finger. The positions were
calculated using forward kinematics. As shown in Fig. 13, even
if the marshmallow is tilted and the dropping position is slightly
changed, the hand succeeded in grasping it without large defor-
mation. When catching the marshmallow with a tilted posture,

Fig. 14. Distance output of the proximity sensor in the paper-balloon catching
process with no damping control (upper) and with damping control (lower).

the contact area becomes small and the hand tends to deform
the surface considerably, although vision- and proximity-based
grasping could catch it with small deformation (see video).

C. Paper-Balloon Catching

In the paper-balloon catching experiment, we used all the four
control modules. The sizes of the paper balloons were almost
the same, and their shape was elliptical. The maximum diam-
eter is approximately 100 mm, and the minimum diameter is
approximately 87 mm. Therefore, we set the minimum fingertip
opening width Wmin to 100 mm.

Fig. 10 (lower) shows a series of images showing the paper-
balloon catching process. The hand could catch the balloon
without crushing it. Table I 2) gives the width of the paper
balloon (value a), target position, and actual position (value b)
between fingertips, and the amount of deformation (value a − b).
The value a − b indicates the amount of deformation of the paper
balloon because the paper balloon is extremely soft compared
to the rubber on the fingertip. The actual position was calculated
using forward kinematics. From Table I 2), the deformation of
the paper balloon is 3.40 mm. The vision- and proximity-based
controllers enabled small-deformation catching compared to a
tactile-based control described later (The result of tactile-based
control is described in Section V).

Fig. 14 shows the right-side distance output in the case with no
virtual damping control (upper figure) and with damping control
(lower figure). From Fig. 14 (upper), without virtual damping
control, the distance output vibrates at 10.5 mm from the mini-
mum to the maximum distance between the fingertip and object
after contact. On the other hand, from Fig. 14 (lower), the peak-
to-peak vibration of the distance output was reduced to 5.5 mm.
In the grasping experiments, when the virtual damping control
was turned OFF, the fingertip vibrated after grasping. Therefore,
the surface was deformed, and the hand failed to grasp in some
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TABLE II
DEFORMATION AMOUNT IN THE CASE OF VISION- AND PROXIMITY-BASED

CONTROL AND TACTILE-BASED CONTROL

cases. On the other hand, when the virtual damping control was
turned ON, the fingertip motion stopped smoothly.

V. TACTILE-BASED GRASPING

We carried out grasping experiments using tactile-based con-
trol to compare the amount of deformation. In the experiment,
we used a tactile and slip sensor (pressure-sensitive conductive-
rubber type) [21]. The sensor can detect contact with a rigid ob-
ject at a 5.4 g force. The object (marshmallow or paper balloon)
was set at a fixed position between fingertips, as catching is diffi-
cult in tactile-based control. The fingertips were approached at a
constant speed. The target speed is 134 mm/s (marshmallow) or
50.2 mm/s (paper balloon). These values were calculated from
the change in the target position before contact in the vision-
and proximity-based control. When the outputs of the two tac-
tile sensors exceeded the threshold value, the fingertips were
stopped.

Table II gives the amount of deformation of each object in
the two different control methods.

Note that the value in Table II is only serves as a reference
because the shape of the fingertip and softness are different.
Moreover, the situation (dynamic catching or static grasping) is
also different.

From Table II, the amounts of deformation of the marshmal-
low are almost the same. However, when the marshmallow was
tilted, relatively large deformation occurred in the tactile-based
control (see video). Moreover, the amount of deformation of
the paper balloon with the vision- and proximity-based controls
was more than 20 times smaller than the tactile-based control.

According to the obtained data, vision- and proximity-based
control is more suitable for high-speed, small-deformation
catching of soft objects than tactile-based control.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we propose simple sensor feedback control mod-
ules based on high-speed vision and high-precision proximity
sensing; we demonstrated high-speed and small-deformation
catching of soft objects, i.e., a paper balloon and marshmal-
low. The combination of vision and proximity sensing enables
high-speed (1 ms), precise (distance resolution <50 μm), and
seamless sensing from a noncontact to a contact state without
visual occlusion.

To realize high-speed operation of the control modules, we
developed a 1 ms feedback system with Ethernet.

We confirmed that the robot hand could catch the marshmal-
low with small deformation even if the deformation model of
the object was unknown and contact area was small. Further-
more, proximity-based virtual damping control became possible
through accurate sensing of the distance. Virtual damping con-
trol was effective in catching an object whose surface can be
easily deformed by a small impact force or vibration of the
fingertips, such as a paper balloon.
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